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Introduction
Most of Colorado is semi-arid, with average precipitation of ten to twelve inches on
the eastern plains, and as little as five inches in the San Luis Valley, but up to fifty
inches in the mountains. Precipitation in the mountains falls mainly as snow in the
spring, and melts throughout the summer, which is the growing season below on the
plains and in the valleys. Colorado was settled by redistributing this water through
irrigation, bringing mountain runoff to fields in the sunny lowlands by means of
ditches and canals. 1 Some of Colorado's settlers came north from New Mexico and
brought a centuries-old irrigation culture, with roots going back still further in the Old
World. Others came from the humid East and Midwest of the United States and found
an unfamiliar climate here, but learned from those among them who had experienced
irrigation in California, Utah, New Mexico or Texas.
Many of these settlers came in the Gold Rush of 1859 and first built water works for
mining rather than agriculture. Over the years other ditches and canals supplied water
for towns, for water-powered mills, for industrial process water and for hydroelectric
generation. Many systems were built for multiple purposes, or were adapted to new
purposes as things changed around them. Agriculture was and remains the biggest use
of diverted water in Colorado and the main purpose of most of the delivery systems.
This report is intended generally as an overview of the history of Colorado's water
conveyance systems and the kinds of historical resources that remain as their legacy,
and specifically as an historic context to aid in evaluating the eligibility of these
resources for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

In 1860, in the early stages of both Hispano and Anglo settlement in Colorado, about
35,000 acres were irrigated through a few dozen mutual ditches and probably a greater
number of individual farm ditches that have gone unrecorded. By 1890 the total was
over a million acres, 2 and more than 4,000 ditch owners had filed for adjudication of

1

There is no clear definition distinguishing "canals" from "ditches," yet the two terms are not quite
interchangeable. "Ditch" is the more inclusive term, and is sometimes used to refer to all water conveyance
channels no matter what size. "Canal" generally refers to a larger channel, but that may mean anything from 10 to
150 feet in width.
2

Royce J. Tipton, "More Efficient Use of Water Resulting from Consolidation of Ditches and Regulation of Water
Supplies,"in Colorado Water Conservation Board, and Colorado State University, A hundred years of irrigation in
Colorado; 100 years organized and continuous irrigation, 1852-1952 (Fort Collins: Colorado Water Conservation
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water rights. Ten years later Colorado passed California as the state irrigating the
greatest land area.
By 1950 the total irrigated acreage tripled to 3.2 million, served by 9,258 "irrigation
enterprises" (this number includes some reservoir companies that were distinct from
ditch companies) running about 17,000 miles of canal. 3 In 2000, the Colorado Water
Resources Department database listed 22,800 ditches and canals. 4 Of these, 17,500
have appropriation dates before 1950. That total includes a handful of great canals that
shaped the development of the state, such as the Rio Grande Canal in the San Luis
Valley, the largest in the United States when it was completed in 1884, or the canal
systems that run for more than a hundred miles along the Arkansas and South Platte
Rivers, or the biggest systems of all, the Colorado-Big Thompson and other Bureau of
Reclamation projects. The total also includes thousands of mutual ditches that bring
water to their shareholders, beginning with the 1852 San Luis People's Ditch. And it
includes thousands of individual ranch ditches that may carry water a hundred yards to
a stock pond. The physical legacy of water diversion systems in Colorado also
includes the remains of probably thousands of little ditches that watered a homestead,
townsite, or mining claim that did not survive long enough to enter the state's water
adjudication system.
This report is organized in four parts. The first is a history of Colorado's water
systems. It is generally chronological, but also considers thematic topics such as water
rights and administration, that are only loosely tied to a particular period. The second
part is an illustrated guide to the parts of ditch and canal systems and other property
types that may be associated with them. The third section describes National Register
of Historic Places registration requirements: how to evaluate ditch and canal systems
for NRHP eligibility, including the criteria for significance, and how to evaluate
whether ditch systems and their components retain the historical integrity required for
NRHP eligibility. Finally, a research guide includes both a bibliography and an
introduction to other sources on ditch history.

Board and Colorado Agricultural and Mechanical College, 1952), 42; Colorado State Engineer, Fifth Biennial
Report, 1889-90 (Denver, 1890), 533.
3
4

Tipton, in A hundred years of irrigation in Colorado, 4.

This number is inflated by perhaps a few hundred, because canals are listed more than once if they cross water
district boundaries.
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1. History

Before 1848
Prehistoric inhabitants of the American Southwest constructed water distribution
systems, some of them extensive, but most of Colorado is outside the region of these
cultures. One exception was the water system at Mesa Verde, which included check
dams, small diversion ditches and reservoirs. 5 Any pre-European water-related
resources are treated in Colorado Historical Society archaeological context reports. 6
The earliest Colorado irrigation ditches in historical times were short-lived features of
aborted settlements in the Spanish and Mexican periods, or served Anglo-American
trading posts during the same period. The first were at the San Carlo de Jupes
settlement next to the Arkansas River about eight miles east of present-day Pueblo,
begun in 1787 but abandoned just a few months later. In the Arkansas Valley at Bent's
Old Fort, the Bent brothers irrigated 40 acres beginning in 1832. 7 A ditch at the early
settlement of Pueblo operated from 1841 until a massacre by the Utes in 1854. John
Hatcher, a Bent brothers foreman, established a supply station in 1846 on the
Purgatoire River twenty miles downstream from Trinidad and dug a ditch to irrigate
about 60 acres. He abandoned it about a year later after conflict with the Indians. J. W.
Lewelling revived the ditch in 1865. This may be the oldest operating (though not
continuously operating) ditch in Colorado. 8

5

Wright, Kenneth R. Water for the Anasazi: How the Ancients of Mesa Verde Engineered Public Works (Boise:
Public Works Historical Society, Essays in Public Works History no. 22, 2003).
6
Frank W. Eddy, Allen S. Kane, and Paul R. Nickens, Southwest Colorado Prehistoric Context: Archaeological
Background and Research Directions (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1984); Alan D. Reed, West Central
Colorado Prehistoric Context: Regional Research Design (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1984); Mark R.
Guthrie et al., Colorado Mountains Prehistoric Context (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1984); Jeffrey L.
Eighmy, Colorado Plains Prehistoric Context; James Grady, Northwest Colorado Prehistoric Context (Denver:
Colorado Historical Society, 1984).
7

A. W. McHendrie, "The Early History of Irrigation in Colorado and the Doctrine of Appropriation,"in A hundred
years of irrigation in Colorado, 14-15; Carroll Joe Carter and Steven F. Mehls, Southern Frontier Historical
Context (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1984), II-2.
8

A. W. McHendrie, "The Hatcher Ditch (1846-1928): The Oldest Colorado Irrigation Ditch Now in Use."
Colorado Magazine 5:3 (June, 1928): 81-91; Carter and Mehls, Southern Frontier, II-46.
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The following sections of this report treat the history of Colorado's ditches and canals,
both by types and by themes. The types are arranged chronologically in terms of their
origins: Hispanic acequias, mining diversions, pioneer ditches, colony ditch systems,
commercial canals, state, federal, and municipal water systems. These types did not
supersede one another but formed layers in an increasingly complex structure. Themes
such as water law and administration cut across the different categories of ditch types.
Hispanic acequias
Hispanic settlers moving north from New Mexico established the first permanent
Euro-American settlements in present-day Colorado after the U.S. acquired southern
Colorado from Mexico in 1848 and signed a treaty with the Utes in 1849. By the early
1850s, the towns of San Luis and San Pedro were established in the San Luis Valley.
By the middle of the decade they were followed by Guadalupe (now Conejos),
Servilleta, Mogote, San Pablo, San Acacio, and San Francisco. 9 These settlements all
relied upon small communal ditches. The San Luis People's Ditch* is the oldest
continuously operating (that is, never abandoned) ditch in Colorado, and its water
right, with a priority date of April 10, 1852, is priority number 1 in the state. 10 The
U.S. Army's Fort Garland, established 1858 in the San Luis Valley, also included
irrigated agriculture in the town that grew up around it.11
Hispano ditches are called acequias (ah SAY kee uhs). In New Mexico and Texas, the
history of acequia irrigation goes back to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and
shows continuity with both Puebloan irrigation systems predating European settlement
in the area, and with European roots that in turn come from the Middle East via the
Moorish period in Spain. New Mexico in particular has generated a rich acequia
history and culture and an extensive literature describing them. 12
The acequia is best understood as both a physical and a cultural system. The word
acequia refers both to the ditch and to the ditch company, which in the acequia
tradition is the smallest unit of civil government. This tradition is one of community

9

Carter and Mehls, Southern Frontier, II-17-18.

* Boldface ditch names may be found on the locator maps on pages 30 to 35.
10

Hinderlider (in A hundred years of irrigation in Colorado, 25) suggests that work may have begun as early as
1849. Cultural resource inventory form 5CT47.13 (San Luis Peoples Ditch), Office of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation, Colorado Historical Society.
11
12

Carter and Mehls, Southern Frontier, II-35.

Neal W. Ackerly, A Review of the Historic Significance and Management Recommendations for Preserving New
Mexico's Acequia Systems (Silver City, New Mexico: Dos Rios Consultants, for New Mexico Historic Preservation
Division, 1996); Stanley Crawford, Mayordomo: Chronicle of an Acequia in Northern New Mexico (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1988); Jose A. Rivera, Acequia Culture: Water, Land and Community in the
Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1998); Michael C. Meyer, Water in the Hispanic
Southwest: A Social and Legal History, 1550-1850 (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1984, 1996).
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control of generally small-scale systems. Water resources and shortages are shared, as
is the work of maintenance and decisions about the system. Irrigation historian Karl
Wittfogel refers to this as the "local subsistence mode" of irrigation; American
irrigation historian Donald Worster describes it as "characterized by a general
dependence on local skills and means." 13 The Colorado Territorial Legislature
recognized Hispanic practice in 1866 by providing for annual elections, in Costilla and
Conejos counties (at that time all of the San Luis Valley and southwestern Colorado),
of acequia superintendents (mayordomos). 14
Agriculture in Hispanic areas of southern Colorado began shifting from a subsistence
to a market economy with the opening of gold fields after 1859. Acequias maintained
cultural continuity with their Hispano origins, even while becoming absorbed into
Colorado's system of water administration after statehood. More than a century of
further irrigation development - of large investor canals and federal reclamation
projects - have added new layers in the Arkansas and San Luis Valleys, but have not
erased the initial layer of acequia heritage. 15
Mining diversions
Prospectors and miners constructed the first wave of water diversions in the AngloAmerican era. Early miners needed water to wash sand and gravel from heavier gold
in placer mining, using rocker boxes, long toms, or sluices. A number of Colorado
gold seekers in 1859 had been to California as Forty-niners. They brought familiarity
with the technology and culture of mining, including water diversions. They dug small
temporary ditches or built temporary flumes. Few if any of these survive or were
recorded. As the summer progressed and stream flows diminished, operations halted
and miners often turned to building ditches from more reliable water supplies that
might be some distance away. Ditches permitted working "dry diggings," alluvial
deposits not along a watercourse.
In later years, the industry brought much greater water needs for hydraulic mining, for
dredge mining, and as a power source for hard-rock mills. Hydraulic mining involved
spraying water under pressure to excavate sand and gravel deposits. The pressure
came from water supply ditches and flumes elevated above the diggings. Dredges
worked deposits in the bed of a stream, whose flow might be controlled through dams
and ponds and augmented by ditches.

13

Donald Worster, Rivers of Empire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth of the American West (New York: Pantheon,
1985), 64.
14

McHendrie, A hundred years of irrigation in Colorado, 17.

15

Carter and Mehls, Southern Frontier, II-46-47.
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Figure 1. "Extension of Ditch for Gold Queen Placers" c. 1886-1895. Photographer: Charles Goodman.
Courtesy Denver Public Library, Western History Collection [Z-1383]

Some mining ditches also served agricultural users, or were later adapted as part of
agricultural supply systems. 16 The Davidson Ditch outside Golden, dug for placer
mining in 1859, was bought in 1862 for agricultural use. 17
Pioneer ditches
Pioneer ditches refer not to a specific period of Colorado's history, but rather to the
first generation of ditches in any particular locality. Pioneer ditches typically watered
bottomlands, the floodplain and flat lands not much elevated above the stream itself. A
ditch for such purposes could be brought off the stream close to its users, and required
little elaborate engineering and little capital. The dates of the pioneer ditch period vary
from valley to valley, depending when settlement began, from the 1850s and 1860s to
the early twentieth century. Some places skipped the pioneer ditch period altogether

16

This transition was common in California. JRP Historical Consulting Services and the California Department of
Transportation, Water Conveyance Systems in California: Historical Context Development and Evaluation
Procedures (Sacramento: California Department of Transportation, 2000), 53.
17

Gregory M. Silkensen, The Farmers' High Line Canal and Reservoir Company: A Century of Change on Clear
Creek (Denver: North Suburban Printing, 2000), 9.
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when early settlement was controlled by a colony or commercial enterprise building a
larger coordinated system.
If the ditch served a single user it was a farm or ranch ditch, if it served and was
owned by multiple users it was a mutual ditch. Ditches that are not individually owned
are generally operated by a ditch company; the term is used whether or not it is
operated for profit. A ditch rider tends the ditch, making sure both the main headgate
to the ditch and the lateral gates from it are opened and closed at the proper time, and
watching for debris, leaks and other problems.
Pioneer ditches were usually small and simply constructed. The paramount goal in the
first year was to get the water running. Most were reworked over time. Some were
well-sited and later extended to serve additional land, a few becoming the stems of
large canal systems. Others were absorbed as branches of these larger systems. Where
topography or other factors prevented incorporation into a larger, re-engineered
system, the pioneer ditch may remain in substantially its original form.
Mining technology, from California and Colorado, informed agricultural ditch
development. So did mining economics. Some Forty-niners had observed in California
that supplying food and fodder to prospectors could tap mineral wealth more reliably
than prospecting itself. David K. Wall, after living in California from 1850 to 1854,
came to Golden in 1859, skipped gold prospecting and went straight to digging a ditch
and growing crops. He made the princely sum of $2,000 that year. 18 That same year
two of Boulder's first residents, Marinus Smith and William Pell, sold a single load of
hay to miners in Black Hawk for $400. Smith and Pell dug Boulder's first ditch. 19
Many early ditches sustained the local production of hay for animal feed. In an
economy where animals were the power source for most transportation and industry,
hay was the functional equivalent of petroleum fuels today. Irrigators also grew
produce and grains for local consumption. As transportation improved, they grew
more grain for distant markets, and as population increased they grew more produce
for towns and cities. After the drought of the 1880s and the disastrous winter of 188586, when cattle by the thousands froze to death, irrigated hay again increased in
importance as ranchers combined rangeland grazing with supplementary feeding. 2 0

18
Silkensen, Farmers' High Line, 7. Several of the Boulder Valley's early ditch builders came to Colorado after
spending time in California. Michael Holleran, Boulder Valley Ditches Historical Survey Report: Anderson Ditch
(5BL3935), Farmers Ditch (5BL6632), Silver Lake Ditch (5BL3813) (Denver: University of Colorado College of
Architecture and Planning, 2000).
19
Amos Bixby, History of Clear Creek and Boulder Valleys (Chicago, 1880), 389; Phyllis Smith, A Look at
Boulder: From Settlement to City (Boulder: Pruett, 1981), 20.
20

R. Laurie Simmons and Thomas H. Simmons, "Historic Ranching Resources of South Park, Colorado"
(National Register of Historic Places Multiple Property Documentation Form, 1999), 12-13, 15.
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Smith's Ditch (later City Ditch) in Denver marked a transition from the pioneer ditch
period. It was begun in 1860 by the Capital Hydraulic Company, but was laid out
without sufficient drop, and work stopped in 1861. Denver businessman John W.
Smith revived the project, working with surveyor Richard S. Little (for whom
Littleton is named). They relocated its headgate and enlarged its channel. When they
finished it in 1867, it was more than twenty miles long and irrigated thousands of
acres of benchland, an early demonstration that Colorado agriculture could extend
beyond the river bottoms. 21
In order to water benchlands above a river valley, a canal needed to leave the stream
above the land to be irrigated, often many miles upstream. Such canals were beyond
the reach of a few farmers acting together; they required capital and a large workforce
One solution, which would soon become common, was outside investment. Another
solution, communitarian or colony organization, was tried first with conspicuous
success, and remained for years one strain of Colorado irrigation development.
Colony ditch systems
Agricultural colonies were established by settlers who organized themselves elsewhere
and then came to Colorado as a group to build a community together. The first
significant one, and the best known, was the Union Colony that built Greeley. It was
led by Nathan Meeker, the agricultural editor for Horace Greeley's New York Tribune.
Meeker had lived for a time in a Utopian settlement in the East, and had travelled to
see Mormon irrigation in Utah. He launched the Union Colony with an organizational
meeting at the Cooper Institute in New York City on December 23, 1869, explaining
to his audience the great promise of irrigated agriculture in the West and the
usefulness of cooperative action in achieving it. Prospective colonists paid $155 for a
Union Colony membership, which entitled them to an irrigated farm and a lot in town.
By the following year Meeker had bought 12,000 acres on the Cache La Poudre River,
and five hundred families arrived on the site that summer. 22
Among their first tasks was building ditches. Meeker, with General Robert A.
Cameron, another Union Colony member, laid out a comprehensive system that was
extraordinarily ambitious. Four main ditches of up to 35 miles in length would water
both the valley floor and the bluffs above on both sides of the Cache La Poudre. Work

21

Cultural resource inventory forms 5DV181 and 5AH254 (City Ditch), Office of Archaeology and Historic
Preservation, Colorado Historical Society; Earl A. Mosley, 'History of the Denver Water System: 1858 to 1919,'
Unpublished MS, Denver Water Department (1966), 28, 53.
22

David Boyd, Irrigation near Greeley, Colorado (Washington: U.S. Government printing office, 1897), 28;
Worster, Rivers of Empire, 83-88; Christine Whitacre and R. Laurie Simmons, Historic Farms and Ranches of
Weld County Multiple Property Listing (Denver: Front Range Research Associates, 1990), 7; Jane E. Norris,
Written in Water : the life of Benjamin Harrison Eaton (Athens, Ohio: Swallow Press/Ohio University Press, 1990)
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started first on Greeley No. 3 Ditch, which watered the townsite. It was intended to
irrigate 5,000 acres, but in its first year did not carry enough for 200 acres.

Figure 2. Greeley: Ditch No. 3, 1870. Photographer unknown.
Courtesy Denver Public Library, Western History Collection [X-9069]

At the Cooper Institute meeting Meeker had reassured his audience that "the cost of
irrigation is perhaps equal to fencing." 23 It proved a little more costly than that. The
colonists budgeted $20,000 for the whole system of four canals. Greeley No. 3 needed
to be enlarged in each of the next three years, and ended up costing $27,000. Greeley
No. 2 was the biggest ditch, watering the benchlands on the north side of the Poudre
across from town. It too was begun in 1870, but not completed until 1877, in part by
hiring Benjamin Eaton (who would go on to build even bigger canals and later to be
elected governor). 24
By the time the system was complete, it cost by various reckonings from $200,000 to
more than $400,000, soaking up the capital that colonists intended for other shared
enterprises. The year after Greeley No. 2 was completed, the Union Colony sold it to

23
24

Quoted in McKinnon, A hundred years of irrigation in Colorado, 33.

Boyd, Irrigation near Greeley; McKinnon, A hundred years of irrigation in Colorado, 33-34; Norris, Written in
Water, 93-94.
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its users, who organized themselves as the Cache La Poudre Irrigation Co. Some of
the cost overrun came from gross underestimation of the magnitude of the project. But
much of it came from errors in design and construction. Grades were too shallow and
the water would not flow, or too steep and the ditch washed out. Everything had to be
done over. 25 "When they began digging," writes Donald Worster, "what they knew
about the rise and fall of a Rocky Mountain stream or how much water it took to
irrigate a crop could have been put in a tin cup." 26
The Union Colony's irrigation experiment was not easy, but it succeeded. While the
cost was daunting, the system irrigated tens of thousands of acres; by one calculation it
came to a very reasonable $350 per 80 acres irrigated. The colonists, and particularly
their engineer, Edwin S. Nettleton, learned from their mistakes so that they would do it
right the next time - for example, incorporating check structures where a channel
needed to run down a slope. 27 The novelty of the effort and the coverage of the New
York Tribune ensured that the eyes of the nation were upon Greeley. The colony
movement was born, with imitators within the year.
The Chicago-Colorado Company founded Longmont in 1870-71. The St. LouisWestern Colony was established at Evans in 1871. Fort Collins Agricultural Colony,
including some Union Colony members, began in 1872. Other colony towns included
Montrose, Green City, and Platteville. 28 Colony settlement and irrigated agriculture
were not inherently linked, but they were a good fit with one another. Irrigation
required disciplined cooperative effort and rewarded it well, and the colony
philosophy sought just such opportunities. Colonies varied in their level of
communalism. Some were little more than attempts to market townsites by invoking
the success of Greeley. 29
One notable set of colonies drew from a group of settlers with well-established
traditions of communal enterprise and irrigation - the Mormons. The Latter-Day Saints
established colonies, particularly in the San Luis Valley, where they settled Manassa
in 1879 and Richfield in 1881. Other Mormon colonies in the valley included Sanford,
Morgan, and Uracca. Ephraim was settled in 1881 but abandoned in 1888; Eastdale
was settled in 1890 and lasted until 1909. All built ditches first. The Richfield site was

25
25
26

Boyd, Irrigation near Greeley, 29; Norris, Written in Water, 198
Worster, Rivers of Empire, 87.

27

McKinnon, A hundred years of irrigation in Colorado, 34; Boyd, Irrigation near Greeley.

28

Alvin T. Steinel, History of Agriculture in Colorado (Fort Collins: State Agricultural College, 1926), 390-95;
Whitacre and Simmons, Historic Farms and Ranches of Weld County, E4-5; Norris, Written in Water, 113-15;
Worster, Rivers of Empire, 85. Green City was also known as the "Tennessee Colony."
29
Kathleen A. Brosnan, Uniting Mountain & Plain: Cities, Law, and Environmental Change along the Front
Range (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 2002), 76-77; Steven F. Mehls, Colorado Plains Historic Context
(Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 1984), 55-62.
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made possible by Mormon skills in surveying, which demonstrated that a new ditch
could in fact reach the site.30
The San Luis Valley attracted other colony settlements, encouraged by the Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad. The Mosca Land and Farm Company established Mosca in
1891. The Costilla Estate Development Company built a reservoir in 1909 and set up
the towns of San Acacio, Mesita, and Jarosa, where Seventh-day Adventists set up a
colony and cooperative farm. Farther west, the Colorado Cooperative Company,
incorporated in 1894, established Pinon and Nucla. At Pinon the colonists in 1903
built the Cottonwood Trestle, the longest and highest irrigation flume in the world (see
figure 16). In the Arkansas Valley, east of Lamar, the Salvation Army in April 1898
established the town of Amity. Intensive irrigation rendered the soil there alkaline, and
the colonists abandoned Amity in 1908.31
Greeley's influence extended beyond the example that it set for large-scale irrigation
and cooperative effort. Greeley produced many of the irrigation advocates and
innovators who would advance the field for the rest of the century. E. S. Nettleton
(who became the first State Engineer), Benjamin Eaton (who became governor),
William E. Pabor, J. Max Clark, Abner S. Baker, and David Boyd were Greeley men
who designed and developed many of the major canal systems throughout Colorado,
in particular the rest of the South Platte Valley east of Greeley. Some were active in
new colony settlements, but they also brought their experience to a new generation of
canals built by private enterprise for profit.
Water law and administration
Greeley's experience also shaped water law in Colorado, and much of the rest of the
West. Water development requires some system of assuring who will have the right to
use the water. This is important even in an ordinary year, but critically important in a
drought. Colorado developed its own distinctive system of water law, which became a
prototype for most of the other western states. The "Colorado Doctrine" refers, in
short, to prior appropriation rights together with a system of government
administration. 32

30

Steinel, History of Agriculture in Colorado, 401-05; Carter and Mehls, Southern Frontier, II-109; Andrew
Jenson, "The Founding of Mormon Settlements in the San Luis Valley, Colorado," Colorado Magazine 17 (1940),
179.
31

Duane D. Mercer, "The Colorado Co-operative Company, 1894-1904." Colorado Magazine 44:4 (1967) 293306; Modupe Labode, "A Western Slope Utopia," Colorado History NOW (December 2004), 3; Michael B.
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Prior appropriation is the basis of water rights in Colorado and most of the West, and
is often called "First in time, first in right." The person who first takes water from a
stream and puts it to use gains the right to continue doing so. Later arrivals may
appropriate only from what remains in the stream. When the ordinary flow of a stream
is fully appropriated, then newcomers must either acquire an existing right to water, or
take water during high flows and build reservoirs to store it.
A water right is a property right which may be sold or inherited, and includes four
dimensions:
1. A fixed quantity (in cubic feet per second);
2. A priority date, referring to the beginning of work to divert and deliver water,
diligently carried to completion;
3. A "beneficial use": water must be applied, not wasted. Beneficial use must
continue; non-use for a period of years will constitute abandonment, and the water will
revert to the state. ("Abandonment" is a legal term, referring to relinquishment of
water rights. When describing a particular unused ditch or part of a ditch system, it is
best to limit description to physical conditions, avoiding any version of the word
"abandoned" unless there is documentary evidence of legal abandonment.)
4. A diversion point: a water right allows water to be taken from a particular stream at
a particular place. Once taken from the stream it may be delivered anywhere within a
ditch system. But the point of diversion may only be changed (in the Colorado system
as it has evolved) through a court proceeding meant to ensure that other water rights
are not hurt.
The first territorial legislature, in November 1861, recognized the right to build ditches
to serve lands not on a stream. Prior appropriation was recognized by the territorial
legislature in 1864 and the U.S. Congress in 1866.33 These measures acknowledged
what was already practice throughout the territory, and an established practice in other
parts of the country such as California and Utah. But prior appropriation departed
from water rights as practiced in the East under the Riparian Doctrine in that water
rights were not tied to land on the stream, or to any land at all. Prior appropriation was
brought from California by Forty-niners who came to Colorado a decade later. It is a
system of resource allocation that made sense to miners, by analogy from their mining
claims. Like a mining claim, a water right vests in the person who takes it first.
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"Beneficial use" of water is analogous to the requirement that a mining claim be
actively worked. In 1876 the new state constitution adopted the doctrine as the
fundamental law of the land: "The right to divert unappropriated waters of any natural
stream to beneficial uses shall never be denied. Priority of appropriation shall give the
better right as between those using the water for the same purpose[.]" 34
The second basic part of the Colorado Doctrine, just as important as prior
appropriation, is the state's administration of the system through a state engineer and
water commissioners. The problem is that water rights, if enforceable only at the pace
and through the expense of lawsuits in the courts, are not usable rights at all. This is
where Greeley made its contribution. In the drought year of 1874, Greeley irrigators
found that no water was reaching them because the newer Fort Collins colony ditches
upstream were taking it all. Under prior appropriation the Fort Collins ditches should
have been the dry ones. But the only remedy, a lawsuit, would bring results only after
crops had failed. Another approach, often advocated and occasionally put into
practice, was violence. Representatives of the two communities reached a tenuous
agreement to share the limited supply of water; conflict was averted by the coming of
rain. 35
Nathan Meeker in an 1874 Greeley Tribune editorial expressed clearly the Greeley
solution: a comprehensive system of water administration would "consolidate the
interests of every ditch owner and to make the river an irrigation canal, subject to such
superintendence as is established on our Number Two; for by this means everyone
would have his rights, the supply of water would be constant, and all would know
what to depend on." 36 A second Irrigation Congress in Denver in December 1878 led
to major irrigation legislation by the Colorado legislature the following year, amended
and refined in 1881. It specified procedures for filing and adjudicating water rights. It
created ten water districts, each with a water commissioner to administer priorities,
and established the office of the state engineer to oversee the system. 37
Subsequent development of the water rights system refined the basic components of
prior appropriation and state administration. The legislature regularized the process for
appropriating water and strengthened the role of water commissioners and state
engineer. An 1897 state law provided for the exchange of water between reservoirs,
ditches and streams, formally recognizing and regulating a practice that had begun at
least by the early 1890s. Courts and the legislature grappled with the distinction
between direct flow rights and storage appropriations, eventually incorporating them
into a single system. Rights to water within the state were balanced with rights in
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downstream states through U. S. Supreme Court decisions (starting with Kansas v.
Colorado in 1907 and Wyoming v. Colorado in 1922)38 and interstate compacts (most
importantly the Colorado River Compact of 1926). More recently, Colorado has
broadened the concept of beneficial use to include uses of water remaining in the
stream for wildlife and for recreation. Water law remains in a contentious and lively
state of evolution.
Water measurement
Prior appropriation commodified water in fixed quantities and thus assumed a
measurement system. It would need to include physical instruments to gauge
diversions into canals and division of waters distributed by the canal, and
administrative systems for gathering, recording, and taking action based upon these
measurements. When the Colorado system was being formulated, such a system did
not yet exist.

Figure 3. "Weir dam, for measurement of
water."
Source: William E. Pabor, Colorado as an
Agricultural State (1883)

The state of measurement in early years was described in 1883 by William E. Pabor in
Colorado as an Agricultural State:
there are few farmers who, using the inch measure under pressure, know how
much water they get or use, though they know how much they pay for. The grade,
the size of the orifice through which the water flows, the depth and breadth of the
channel, all affect the result, more or less. There is no one rule that governs all the
canals in Colorado. 39
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The uncertainties of water measurement undermined Colorado's system of water
rights. As Donald Worster described it, appropriators "with no accurate sense of flow
dynamics or crop requirements, with only a primitive means of measurement, made
immense claims, Amazonian claims, calling for more water than any ten streams could
carry, enough water to sail a clipper ship across the plains." 40 Elwood Mead tallied
appropriations relative to actual streamflows on South Platte tributaries in 1891: on the
Poudre, 4693 second-feet appropriated, out of a mean June streamflow of 2900, and an
August flow of 265. On Boulder Creek, 4741 second-feet appropriated, out of a mean
flow of just under 1000 in June, and 123 in August. Comparing the decrees with
measurements of ditch capacities, he found that they were frequently two to three
times what could fit in the channel. Examining appropriations relative to land irrigated
produced the most dramatic discrepancies; some pioneer ditches held rights between
20 and 100 times the water that could realistically be used.
"Ditches," wrote Mead, "cannot divert more water than the stream carries, nor can the
irrigators use more water than the ditches divert." 41 The numbers simply were not
accurate. In the pioneer period the question was of limited practical import - irrigators
used the water they needed and the rest remained in the stream. Few appropriations
had been quantified and these quantities remained abstractions. But in the commercial
period the numbers mattered. Appropriations in excess of real use were bought and
sold, becoming the subject of water speculation. Eventually the appropriations were
taken out of the stream, and long-time irrigators could find themselves dry while new
ditches carried supposedly senior water. 42
These problems persisted for decades, gradually improving on two fronts. First,
available measurement technology came into use, district by district and headgate by
headgate. An 1889 state law required the installation of headgates and measurement
devices and gave water commissioners the right to install them at the expense of
irrigators. Actual implementation lagged, in some places for decades. Droughts and
water conflicts were frequently the catalyst for installation of better measurement
devices. Another part of this larger system (beyond the scope of the present report)
was measurement of stream flows. An 1897 Colorado state law required that irrigators
using the public stream to exchange waters between reservoirs and canals install
measuring devices in the streams so that water commissioners could regulate their
exchanges.
A second approach to improved water measurement was the development of better
technology. This was a national and international effort, in which Colorado played a
leading role. For several decades it was pursued through specialized instrumentation
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brought to a channel to measure flows, so that trained experts could calibrate the
devices installed on a particular ditch. During the early twentieth century, Professor
Ralph Parshall of Colorado State University solved the problem in a more permanent
way with a measuring device, the Venturi flume or Parshall flume, whose design
eliminated the variables that required field calibration.
Commercial canals
J. C. McKinnon in 1952 explained the origins of Colorado's commercial canals:
The success of the Greeley colony gave Colorado tremendous publicity. The
whole world seemed to be watching the experiment. When the success of
irrigation farming on the uplands seemed assured, there was a rush to build big
ditches throughout the state. ... Most of the big ditches that followed the Greeley
success were not built by colonists, but by corporations using British capital,
however. ... An option would be taken on railroad lands. Without water these
lands would bring from $2.50 to $4.00 per acre. With water available, the value
would skyrocket to $100 or more. ... After the land was sold it was confidently
expected that the sale of water would give very liberal returns as a permanent
investment. 43
After the example of Greeley itself, a second spur to large-scale canal construction
was the 1881 Colorado Irrigation Act, born of the Greeley experience, which
established the Office of the State Engineer and brought the prospect of clear water
rights, efficiently administered. The early 1880s brought nationwide economic
expansion after the depression of the 1870s. The 1880s saw years of above-average
rainfall (ending in the drought of 1888). The early 1880s brought the Ute treaty that
removed the tribes to Utah and southwest Colorado and opened northwestern
Colorado for Euro-American settlement.
An early example of an investor-financed project was the Larimer and Weld Canal.
Benjamin Eaton proposed it in 1878 as an extension of Larimer County Ditch No. 10,
which watered the north side of the Poudre Valley at Fort Collins. Ditch No. 10 was
begun in 1864, and had been enlarged three times, most recently by Eaton himself in
1875. Eaton then went on to complete the Greeley No. 2 Canal, and he saw that if
Larimer No. 10 could be extended at its elevation for 50 miles all the way from Fort
Collins to Greeley, it would water up to 50,000 acres of benchlands above Greeley No
2. Much of this was land of the Denver Pacific Railway, which had been granted from
the public domain as a subsidy for building the line. Eaton approached the railroad as
a partner, and they secured financing from the Colorado Mortgage and Investment
Company. Known locally as "The English Company," this was an outlet for British
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investment capital, with James Duff as its Denver representative. E. S. Nettleton
surveyed and engineered the canal. It was so much bigger than anything yet
constructed that its promoters seriously considered using it for navigation as well as
irrigation. Up to 100 men worked on its construction, moving along in a camp with
their animals and equipment, completing its full length by 1881. 44

Figure 4. H i g h L i n e Canal f l u m e in Platte C a n y o n , D o u g l a s County. Photographer: W i l l i a m H e n r y
Jackson.
Courtesy Colorado Historical Society Stephen H. Hart Library [CHS.J3607, detail]

The High Line Canal near Denver was built as another English Company project. It
had been proposed in 1876 as a means of developing Kansas Pacific Railroad lands,
but that effort failed through undercapitalization. By 1879 the Kansas Pacific was in
merger talks with Jay Gould's Union Pacific. Gould sought out James Duff, who
agreed to buy 120,000 acres of KP's land, and incorporated the Northern Colorado
Irrigation Company to build a canal serving it. Duff engaged Nettleton as engineer,
and construction - some of it by Eaton - began as soon as the railroad merger was
completed in 1880. The High Line reached 44 miles to Cherry Creek
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Figure 5. H i g h L i n e Canal in
Platte C a n y o n , circa 1883.
Photographer: William Henry
Jackson. A w o o d e n b e n c h f l u m e
carries the canal o n a shelf
blasted into the side of the
canyon.
Courtesy Colorado Historical
Society Stephen H. Hart Library
[CHS.J893]

by 1882, and was completed in 1883 to its full length of more than 70 miles, then the
longest canal in Colorado. It cost $652,000, including an expensive tunnel and flumes
to take its water high enough in Platte Canyon for all the land it was meant to serve. 45

Like the Larimer and Weld, many investor canals were physical extensions of existing
mutual ditches. For example, the Farmers High Line in Jefferson County began in
1886 by acquiring the Golden Canal, which dated at least to 1862 and perhaps 1859.
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